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Abstract
Field trials to evaluate the performance of new varieties are an essential component
of potato breeding. Besides the genetic differences, environmental factors can lead
to variation in a trial. In variety trials, the observed differences amongst varieties
should reflect genetic differences, without a large impact of the random or systematic variation in the field. One way to reduce within-field variation is to adjust the
plot size and its shape in a trial. Two years of field trials in which individual plants
in 90-plant plots of both diploid hybrid and tetraploid varieties were measured provided data to derive relationships between LSD% and plot size and shape. We provide a method to estimate the equations to calculate the expected variation when
using different plot dimensions in a relatively homogeneous trial field for tuber
yield, tuber volume, tuber count, tuber shape and the standard deviations of tuber
volume and shape. Compared with the yield traits, the variation for tuber shape was
relatively small. The effect of plot shape was minor. With these equations, breeders
can determine what plot dimensions are needed to reach the desired precision for
each trait.
Keywords Hybrid breeding · Plot shape · Plot size · Solanum tuberosum · Variety
testing within-field variation
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Introduction
Breeding of crop varieties with improved yield is an important route to keep up
with the increasing demand for sustainably produced food in the world. Although
potato is one of the most important staple food crops in the world (Zaheer and
Akhtar 2016), breeding progress for potato grown for human consumption has
been notoriously slow (Douches et al. 1996; Rijk et al. 2013). Due to complex
genetics and a large number of relevant selection criteria, little genetic gain for
yield traits was realised in many developed countries during the last century
(Douches et al. 1996; Jansky et al. 2009). Recently, self-compatibility at the diploid level made hybrid breeding possible in potato (Lindhout et al. 2011, 2018;
Jansky et al. 2016; De Vries et al. 2016; Eggers et al. 2021). Using diploid potato
in hybrid breeding, QTLs can be detected efficiently and traits can be stacked in a
short time resulting in an acceleration of the breeding process (Meijer et al. 2018;
Korontzis et al. 2020; Su et al. 2020).
In the process of variety selection in potato, field trials are essential to evaluate the expression of genetic traits under diverse agronomic conditions. To assess
such expression of different traits well, promising new genotypes need to be
benchmarked against widely grown cultivars in different environments for their
yield and stability across and interaction with diverse environments. A recent
example for the hybrid potato breeding system was shown by Stockem et al.
(2020) who compared a large number of cultivars and hybrid genotypes at different locations in NW Europe. Plot size is an important decision in plant breeding
trials, as plots should be large enough to allow identification of superior genotypes, but small enough to not waste resources that could be used differently, such
as for evaluating more genotypes. Plot size has been a topic of interest in potato
as well as in other crops for a long time (Caligari et al. 1985; Vallejo and Mendoza 1992; Bisognin et al. 2006; Schmildt et al. 2016; Khan et al. 2017; Lavezo
et al. 2017; Lohmor et al. 2017; Donato et al. 2018). Error variances and standard
errors for phenotypic traits will be a function of the number of plants within a
plot and the correlations between plants within a plot as a consequence of soil
heterogeneity and inter plant competition. When there is no soil heterogeneity nor
inter plant competition and correlations between neighbouring plants are zero,
the error variance of a plot will be the error variance of a single plant divided by
V
the number of plants in the plot: Vs = s0 , with Vs the error variance for a plot of
size s, for example a size of s plants, V0 the maximum error variance for a plot, in
this case a plot with a single plant, and s the plot size, here equal to the number
of plants. However, typically, plants within a plot do influence each other and
then the error variance for a plot does not follow simply from the error variance
for single plants. Smith (1938) introduced a modification of the above rule for
deriving the error variance for a plot of size s from the maximum error variance:
V
Vs = sb0 , where b is a heterogeneity factor that is equal to 1 for independent, or
uncorrelated plants, and that becomes larger than 1 for correlated plants within
a plot. Positive correlation between plants within plots will make the plot error
to reduce less fast with increasing plant numbers than expected for independent
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plants. The heterogeneity factor, b, can be estimated from the slope of the regression of the logarithm of Vs on the logarithm of V0
Not only size per se but also the shape of plots has been shown to affect the accuracy of field trials in several experiments (Zhang et al. 1994). In an anisotropic field,
where soil physical properties differ along different directions, the plot shape that
gives the most accurate results is rectangular with the highest number of plants in
the direction of the largest heterogeneity of the soil whilst in a homogeneous field a
square plot shape can be more advantageous (Zhang et al. 1994). Therefore, it can
be advantageous to determine soil heterogeneity of a field before variety trials are
performed, for example as described by Gomez and Gomez (1984). Indeed, effects
of the shape of the plot on variation in yield data were found in Indian mustard and
sunflower (Khan et al. 2017; Lohmor et al. 2017).
In potato, the plot shape is partly determined by the common practice to plant the
seed tubers in ridges. The plot shape changes in different ways when adding extra
plants within a row versus adding more rows, as inter-row spaces are larger, typically 75–90 cm, than intra-row spaces, ranging from 19 to 33 cm (Haverkort 2018).
In variety trials in the open field, it is important that differences between varieties can be attributed to genetic differences and are not obscured by field variation.
Within a location, there can be multiple sources of variation, for example variation
in nutrient distribution (Haefele and Wopereis 2005; Allaire et al. 2014), soil particle size (Santra et al. 2008) and in soil organisms (Lupatini et al. 2017), all leading
to soil heterogeneity. This field variation can result in even more unexplained variation due to the interactions between the soil environment and the genotype (Portman and Ketata 1997). Also inter-plot interference is a major source of bias at plot
level (Kempton 1997). Inter-plot interference occurs when neighbouring plots affect
each other, for example by competing for resources (either above-ground or belowground). In potato, inter-plot competition between cultivars was shown for plant
height, tuber yield and dry matter content (Connolly et al. 1993; Bradshaw 1994). It
can be minimised by using larger plots, placing similar varieties close to each other
and using border plants around each plot (Bradshaw 1994, 2021; Kempton 1997),
but these strategies either affect costs per plot or reduce randomness.
Variation in a field trial can also be present at individual plant level. In potato,
growth of the plants is affected by the characteristics of the seed tubers. For example, a larger seed tuber results in a higher yield and in more stems per plant (Struik
and Wiersema 2012). Moreover, plants are exposed to a specific and variable microenvironment (both above-ground and below-ground), whilst plant-plant interference
can enlarge variation. For potato breeders, besides the gross yield, tuber traits like
size or shape and variation in these traits are important traits of a new variety. For
processing, tuber characteristics should be within well-defined and rather narrow
ranges. For nitrate and dry matter content, it was shown that the major part of the
variation amongst tubers of the same (uniform) field could be allocated to variation
amongst tubers produced by the same plant and even by the same stem (Veerman
et al. 1996).
In traditional tetraploid potato breeding, plot sizes in field trials are often limited by availability of starting material. These breeding trials always start from seed
tubers that have been multiplied clonally, starting with a single tuber. This clonal
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multiplication is very slow, and generally tuber availability determines the plot size
of variety trials, with multilocation performance trials taking place in year four of
the selection cycle (Tiemens-Hulscher et al. 2013). With hybrid potato breeding,
it becomes feasible to perform variety trials with an optimal plot size at an early
stage of the selection or testing programme because starting material is not limiting
in hybrid breeding. In contrast to traditionally bred potato, the starting material of
hybrid potato is true seed. In hybrid breeding, it is possible to produce thousands
of true seeds in the first year of selection. In the second year, these true seeds can
be used to produce as many seed tubers as needed as described by Stockem et al.
(2020). Hence, plot size can be optimised, without the limitation of starting material
availability in variety trials to assess test hybrids.
The benefits and disadvantages of increasing plot size combined with the possibility
of performing field trials that are not constrained by availability of planting material
determine the need to assess the optimal plot size for testing hybrid varieties of potato,
grown from seedling tubers. We therefore carried out two field trials testing hybrid
potato genotypes, quantified in detail the sources of variation and analysed the effects
of plot size and plot shape on accuracy of estimates of differences between genotypes.
Our paper addresses the following aims:
1) To analyse the effect of plot size on the error variation of a trait that is measured at
plot level. This will be done by analysing the least significant difference between
cultivar means as a percentage of the trait mean (LSD%).
2) To analyse the effect of plot shape on error variation amongst plots, and to define
a plot shape that leads to the smallest error variation amongst plots for different
plot sizes.

Material and Methods
Planting Material
Diploid test hybrids were produced in a hybrid potato breeding programme as
described by Lindhout et al. (2011; 2018). True hybrid seeds were produced in the
winter of 2015–2016 and in the winter of 2016–2017 for the field trials in 2017
and 2018, respectively. Seedling tubers were produced in the field season after the
true seed production (2016 and 2017). Seedling tuber production was performed
on heavy marine clay in Zeeland (The Netherlands), as described by Stockem
et al. (2020). After harvest, the seedling tubers were stored at 4 °C until the end
of February. The parents of the diploid hybrids were inbred lines that were selfpollinated for 4–7 generations. At this stage, the parent lines were not completely
homozygous, so some variation will be present within the hybrids. Different
hybrids were used in 2017 and 2018. The tetraploid cultivar Hermes was used as
check in both years. Seed tubers from Hermes were produced and stored under
optimal conditions for the cultivar, the seed tubers were classified in class E by the
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NAK (Nederlandse AlgemeneKeuringsdienst voor zaaizaad en pootgoed van landbouwgewassen, The Dutch General Inspection Service) classification system.
Design and Measurements
Two field trials were performed in Est, The Netherlands, on clay soil (33% clay)
in two subsequent years (2017 and 2018). The field chosen was flat and relatively
homogeneous, which was checked with a soil scan in 2018 (data not shown). The
field was used for a 1:4 potato rotation for at least 20 years, with the ridges for potato
cultivation always drawn in the same direction that was also used for this trial. In
both years, seedling tubers of four different diploid hybrids and seed tubers of the
tetraploid cultivar Hermes were planted in a randomised complete block design with
three replicates. Each plot consisted of 90 plants that were grown on 6 ridges of 15
plants each. Ridges had a width of 75 cm and the planting distance within the ridge
was 30 cm. On both sides, each plot was bordered by a row of the tetraploid cultivar
Bergerac grown from seed tubers. In 2017, planting was done by hand, and in 2018,
it was done by machine (Macon, Kraggenburg, the Netherlands). Weight of each
seed(ling) tuber was determined before planting. The trials were planted in a farmer’s potato field and the crop management was according to farmer’s best practice.
The tubers of each plant were harvested separately by hand. Fresh tuber yield was
measured per plant. The number of tubers and dimensions were measured automatically using a 3D camera (RMA Techniek, ‘s Heer Arendskerke, the Netherlands).
Data Analysis
Volume and shape of each individual tuber were calculated using Eqs. 1 and 2,
respectively. To determine the plot size that is needed to estimate the variation for
tuber volume and shape present in a hybrid, the standard deviation of these traits
was treated like a plant trait in the analysis. Plant characteristics of cv. Hermes and
the diploid hybrids were compared by using an ANOVA and Fisher’s LSD test.
Tuber count, tuber volume and the standard deviation of tuber volume and shape
were analysed after logarithmic transformation.

(

3

Tuber volume cm

)

Tuber shape =

=

1
6

× pi × length(mm) × width(mm) × height(mm)
1000

1
√
length∕ pi × (0.5 × width) × (0.5 × height)

(1)

(2)

Estimating Effect of Plot Size and Shape on Error Variation
Data for plots of varying size were created by subsampling ridges and plants within
ridges from the complete plots of 90 plants, where the subsampled plots should be
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rectangular and consist of neighbouring ridges and consecutive plants within ridges.
Therefore, plots contained from one to six ridges combined with one to 15 plants per
ridge. Each combination of ridges and plants per ridge was sampled 100 times. Each
data set was analysed by the same linear model that was used for the complete plot
data, a randomised complete block design with three replicates and five genotypes;
response = block + genotype. From this analysis, the least significant difference was
retained for each data set, expressed as a percentage of the trial mean (LSD%). Subsequently, the LSD% was related to plot size following a method similar to the method of
Smith (1938), using the statistical model described by Eq. 3, in which the logarithm of
LSD% was regressed on the logarithm of plot size. Smith’s heterogeneity coefficient of
1 corresponds to a very homogeneous field with independent observations and a steep
decrease in variance with an increase in plot size. A lower heterogeneity coefficient can
be interpreted as lower independence of observations and slower decrease in variance
with an increase in plot size. However, it should be noted that the estimated coefficient
in this case will not be equal to Smith’s coefficient but half of it (dependent observations corresponding to 0.5).
The experimenter can visually inspect the curve to identify the plot size beyond
which the variance does not decrease greatly. However, visual inspection is challenging
because it depends on the plotting scale. One method to estimate optimal plot size is to
include cost estimates in the formula. In the absence of cost estimates, an alternative
method to standardise estimation of optimal plot size is to use the coefficient of variation instead of the variance in the linear regression model (Meier and Lessman 1971).
Simple linear regression equations similar to Smith’s can be derived for other measures
of variation. In this study, we recommend the use of the LSD as a more intuitive measure. This allows the experimenter to choose the plot size that will allow identification of
genotypic differences that have a magnitude relevant for the breeding programme.
The estimated intercept and slope are inserted in Eq. 4 to predict LSD% for any
plot size. Moreover, these predictions can be used to estimate the optimal plot size by
the maximum curvature method provided by Meier and Lessman (1971) (Eq. 5). In
this paper, the point of maximum curvature was used as a convenient point to compare
traits with respect to the dependence of precision on plot size rather than considering it
as optimal plot size.

log10 (LSD%)ij = Intercept + Slope × log10 (N)ij + eij

(3)

where N is the plot size and LSD% the significant difference between two genotypes.
for i = {1 to 6} ridges and j = {1 to 15} plants on the ridge

LSD% =

max

Curvature

A2 × B2 × (2B + 1)
=
(B + 2)

where A is 10Intercept and B is − slope.
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Plot Shape
The effect of plot shape on LSD% was studied to determine the relative contribution
of ridges versus plants per ridge to LSD%. For this purpose, the simple regression
model of Eq. (3) was altered into a multiple regression model with as predictors the
number of ridges ( NR ) and the number of plants per ridge ( NP ) (Eq. 6). The use of
this model is similar to the method of Zhang et al. (1994) and offers two slopes that
can be used to assess the relative contributions of ridges and plants on the ridges to
LSD%.
( )
( )
log10 (LSD%)ij = Intercept + SlopeR × log10 NR i + SlopeP × log10 NP j + eij
(6)
where NR is the number of ridges and NP the number of plants per ridge.
As a consequence of the use of this multiple regression model, LSD% can be
predicted by:

LSD% =

NR

10Intercept
⋅ NP −SlopeP

−SlopeR

(7)

Results
Plant Traits
To obtain an impression of the performance and characteristics of the tetraploid cv.
Hermes and the diploid hybrids, we first analysed general plant performance. For
that, we compared the yield, yield per seed(ling) tuber, number of stems per plant,
number of tubers per plant and per stem, tuber volume, tuber shape and the standard deviations (SD) of tuber volume and shape as a measure of variation of the trait
within the plant (Tables 1 and 2).
In both years, Hermes out-yielded the diploid hybrids (Table 2). Also, for yield
per g seed(ling) tuber and for tuber volume Hermes out-performed the diploid
hybrids. For stems per plant, tuber count, tubers per stem and tuber shape there were
diploid hybrids with similar values as Hermes. Amongst the hybrids, significant differences were found for all traits in both years. In a breeding programme a lot of
variation is present as well. Moreover, for different markets, the desired values for
the tuber traits are different. To make this dataset representative for a breeding programme that breeds for different market types, this variation between the hybrids
was needed.
Besides the tuber traits themselves, the within-plant-variation in tuber volume
and shape, which are important determinants of number of marketable tubers for
chips and fries, was analysed. As plants were harvested individually, we were able to
measure the tuber characteristics per plant. This allowed us to calculate the standard
deviation within one plant. Also, the standard deviation of tuber volume and shape
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genotype

2018 block

genotype

2017 block

438.28***

12.86**

45.24***

0.03

14.43***

1.26

102.51***

2.06

46.88***

7.32*

45.48***

3.41●

Year ANOVA factor Tuber weight (g/ Yield per g seed Number of
plant)
tuber
stems per
plant

55.73***

7.58*

27.39***

0.28

12.24**

0.56

28.52***

3.37●

Tuber count Number of
tubers per
stem

207.16***

0.09

162.26***

0.23

168.54***

0.53

79.34***

0.62

Tuber volume Tuber volume
SD

71.70***

0.87

49.04***

2.76

45.05***

2.06

7.14**

3.14●

Tuber shape Tuber shape SD

Table 1  F values of ANOVAs for yield, yield per g seed tuber, number of stems, number of tubers, tuber volume, tuber shape and standard deviation of tuber volume and
tuber shape for 2017 and 2018. Significant effects are indicated by points or asterisks: P value < 0.1: ‘●’, < 0.05: ‘*’, < 0.01: ‘**’, < 0.001: ‘***’. Data of tuber count, tuber
volume and SD of tuber volume and tuber shape were log transformed
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601

551

542

496

Hybrid 6

Hybrid 7

Hybrid 8

457

Hybrid 4

Hybrid 5

591

Hybrid 3

1225

579

Hybrid 2

Hermes

686

Hybrid 1

2018

1121

Hermes

2017

d

cd

c

b

a

c

b

bc

b

a

Tuber weight
(g/plant)

Hybrid/cultivar

Year

16

13

16

15

23

17

14

25

27

57

b

b

b

b

a

c

c

b

b

a

Yield per g
seed tuber

3.7

8.8

6.4

4.3

3.2

6.3

7.3

8.8

5.8

2.2

c

a

b

c

c

bc

b

a

c

d

Number of
stems per
plant

12.7

20.0

16.5

12.7

10.9

7.8

9.9

14.3

9.6

5.5

c

a

b

c

d

c

b

a

bc

d

Tuber count

4.3

2.7

3.1

3.3

4.3

1.5

1.6

2.0

2.2

2.9

a

c

bc

b

a

c

c

b

b

a

Number of
tubers per
stem

32

21

26

43

98

39

43

29

54

128

c

e

d

b

a

c

c

d

b

a

Tuber volume

24

13

20

30

63

27

31

23

42

93

c

e

d

b

a

cd

c

d

b

a

Tuber volume SD

0.67

0.60

0.69

0.51

0.74

0.70

0.59

0.62

0.53

0.66

b

c

b

d

a

a

d

c

e

b

Tuber shape

0.09

0.09

0.09

0.10

0.06

0.09

0.10

0.10

0.10

0.09

Tuber
shape SD

b

ab

ab

a

c

c

a

a

ab

bc

Table 2  Means and results of Fisher’s LSD post hoc test of yield, yield per g seed tuber, number of stems, number of tubers, tuber volume, tuber shape and standard deviation of tuber volume and tuber shape for 2017 and 2018. Means followed by a common letter are not significantly different at 5% level of significance. Data of tuber count,
tuber volume and SD of tuber volume and shape were log transformed
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differed amongst the hybrids and Hermes. Variation in the tubers should be as low
as possible to enable industrial processing.
Plot Size
The optimal plot size was compared using the log–log regression method for tuber
number, tuber weight, tuber volume and tuber shape, and for the standard deviation
of tuber volume and tuber shape. For each trait, an equation was created to calculate the LSD% for different plot sizes. The decrease in LSD% for each trait when
increasing the plot size is shown in Fig. 1. The dashed lines show the location of the
point of maximum curvature for each trait. This point corresponds to the optimal
plot size according to Meier and Lessman (1971), it is mainly useful to compare the
LSD% between different traits.
The trait with the lowest LSD% was tuber shape, with also the point of maximum
curvature at the smallest plot size (3.8 plants). This shows that there was less variation amongst plants for tuber shape compared with the other traits. The LSD% itself,
as well as the decrease of LSD%, of the yield traits (tuber weight, count and volume)
showed a similar trend, and the points of maximum curvature were very close to
each other (11.8, 12.2 and 9.4 plants respectively). The LSD% for the standard deviation of tuber volume and shape was higher than that of the tuber traits themselves,
and the point of maximum curvature was at a plot size of 10 plants for SD of tuber
shape and 11.7 plants for SD of tuber volume.
Figure 1, together with the corresponding equations (Table 3), can be used
to design a field trial with three replicates. For other numbers of replicates, the
LSD% can be calculated by multiplying the LSD% determined with an equation
of Table 3 with the square root of (3/nr), in which nr is the number of replicates.
Fig. 1  Least significant difference between cultivar means as
a percentage of the trait mean
(LSD%) in its dependence on
plot size in number of plants per
plot. Traits include tuber weight,
tuber count, tuber volume, SD
of tuber volume, tuber shape
and SD of tuber shape. The
dashed line indicates the plot
size corresponding to the point
of maximum curvature and the
dotted line the LSD% achieved
at that plot size
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Table 3  Equations to calculate least significant difference between cultivar means as a percentage of
the trait mean (LSD%) for different traits when using a certain plot size (number of plants) or shape.
Nr = number of ridges, Np = number of plants per ridge
Trait

Plot size

Plot shape

Tuber weight

LSD% = 90.27/(plot size)^0.48

Tuber count

LSD% = 95.41/(plot size)^0.44

LSD% = 90.72/(Nr^0.42·Np^0.51)

Tuber volume

LSD% = 66.70/(plot size)^0.40

Tuber volume SD

LSD% = 90.68/(plot size)^0.40

Tuber shape

LSD% = 20.05/(plot size)^0.35

Tuber shape SD

LSD% = 71.19/(plot size)^0.46

LSD% = 95.57/(Nr^0.42·Np^0.45)
LSD% = 66.75/(Nr^0.39·Np^0.40)
LSD% = 90.78/(Nr^0.39·Np^0.41)
LSD% = 20.02/(Nr^0.36·Np^0.34)
LSD% = 71.19/(Nr^0.46·Np^0.46)

If a breeder is planning a variety trial to compare yield amongst varieties with
a plot size of 4 plants Fig. 1 can be used to estimate the LSD%. The LSD% can
also be calculated with the equation for tuber weight in Table 3: LSD% = 90.27/
(4^0.48) = 46%. This means that the breeder can determine the difference in
yield between two varieties when they differ at least 46%. When increasing
the plot size to 10 plants, the LSD% decreases to 30%, so smaller differences
amongst varieties can be assessed.
For tuber shape, the LSD% at a plot size of 4 plants is 12%, with a plot size of
10 plants it is 9%. This figure and the associated equations can be used by breeders as tools to design field trials that give the desired precision to compare the
trait of interest amongst varieties.

Plot Shape
To determine whether plot shape is an important variable in decreasing variation, the number of rows per plot and number of plants per row were included in
the model as separate factors. This was done for tuber weight, tuber count, tuber
volume and tuber shape, and for the SD of tuber volume and shape.
This analysis revealed that the plot shape only had a limited effect on the
LSD. Figure 2 shows the LSD% for different plot shapes for all traits, the corresponding equations are given in Table 3. In both directions (within and along
the ridge), the LSD% mainly decreased with an increase in the number of plants,
where it did not matter whether the increase of the number of plants came from
more rows per plot or more plants per row. Only for tuber weight and count it
was slightly better to increase the number of plants per row rather than number
of rows per plot. For example, with a plot size of 10 plants two possibilities
could be two rows per plot with five plants per row or five rows per plot with two
plants per row. When using two rows per plot with five plants per row the LSD%
for tuber weight would be 30%, for tuber shape it would be 9%. With five rows
per plot with two plants per row, it would be 32% for tuber weight and 9% for
tuber shape.
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Fig. 2  Least significant difference between cultivar means as a percentage of the trait mean (LSD%) for
different plot sizes when using different plot shapes

Discussion
In this study, we aimed to determine the plot size and shape that are needed to
evaluate the performance of different diploid hybrids or tetraploid cultivars. This
was done by creating a linear regression model between the logarithm of LSD%
and plot size. The point of maximum curvature on the back transformed relationship between LSD% and plot size (Bisognin et al. 2006; Donato et al. 2018) was
used as a convenient point to compare traits with respect to the dependence of
precision on plot size. To assess optimal plot size, we provide equations to calculate LSD% for different plot sizes because plot size should be determined by
the need of precision for a given trial or set of trials. The user can decide upon
a wanted precision and use the plot of LSD% versus plot size to determine the
required plot size.
Various statistical methods were used to determine the optimal plot dimensions
on this dataset (unpublished results). A disadvantage of the used method, in which
we used smaller subsamples in large plots, is that small plots were further apart than
large plots. This could have led to an overestimation of LSD% in small plot sizes.
Adjusting the results for spatial trends, for example using Spatial Analysis of Field
Trials with Splines (SpATS) (Rodríguez-Álvarez et al. 2018), could have helped to
decrease this over estimation. The authors intend to design a series of spatial models
which will assist in quantifying the overestimation of the LSD%s.
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To select the best hybrids, it is important that measured characteristics of the
plants are reliable and based on genetics, not the result of random field variation.
The results of this study should be applicable to variety trials with many different hybrids with different characteristics. To make sure that different characteristics were represented in this study, nine different genotypes, a tetraploid cultivar
and eight diploid test hybrids, were used for the field trials. All measured plant and
yield characteristics differed amongst the genotypes, with for example a low yield
of hybrid 9 (469 g/plant) and a more than twice as high yield of Hermes in that year
(1225 g/plant). These large differences are typical for varieties that are tested early
in a breeding programme.
Optimal Plot Size Differs for Different Traits
In a variety trial, the optimal plot size and number of replications should be
defined by the minimal difference that the breeder needs to detect for a certain
trait. In this research, the number of replicates was not included as a variable. It is
obvious that in addition to plot size, experimental design and the number of replicates will affect the plot error (Sripathi et al. 2017). Research by Caligari et al.
(1985) and Bisognin et al. (2006) shows that increasing the number of replicates
will be more effective for a higher precision of the trial than increasing plot size.
Although the LSD% for different numbers of replicates can be estimated by multiplying the LSD% determined with an equation from Table 3 with the square root
of (3/nr), in which nr is the number of replicates, it would be advisable to include
different numbers of replicates in the analyses in future research.
To determine the plot size with three replications that is needed for a certain
LSD% between cultivars, models were made for each trait that show the expected
variation when using different plot sizes. The model for tuber count, tuber volume and tuber weight per plant showed that the error variation and the decrease
in error variation with increasing plot size in these traits followed a similar slope.
The variation in yield traits was high with an LSD% of still 21% at a plot size of
20 plants, although Talbot (1984) described high variation in potato yield trials
compared with other crops. For tuber weight, the point of maximum curvature was
a plot size of 12 plants, which is slightly higher than the optimal plot size found by
Bisognin et al. (2006) using the same method of up to 10 plants, depending on the
genotype.
The total variation found for tuber shape was lower than for the yield traits. In earlier research, it was shown that tuber shape is less affected by environmental conditions than tuber yield and number of tubers (Yildirim and Celal 1985; Stockem et al.
2020), which could explain the lower variation. The slope of decrease in variation,
however, was similar to the slopes for the yield traits. One of the factors that leads
to variation in potato plants is the quality of the seed tubers (Struik and Wiersema
2012). When testing hybrids, an alternative to using seed tubers as starting material
is to use seedlings from true seed to prevent variation due to seed tuber quality, also
from seedlings from true seeds relatively high yields up to 32 Mg/ha can be reached
(Van Dijk et al. 2021).
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Besides the tuber traits themselves, the LSD% of the standard deviation for tuber
volume and tuber shape was analysed as a function of plot size (Fig. 2). The variation of these tuber traits is an important selection criterion for breeders and can
be seen as a significant trait in itself. Tubers that are cultivated for processing, for
example for chips, such as the cultivar Hermes, can only be used in a limited size
and shape range to enable efficient mechanical processing. Variation in tuber traits
within one plant can be the result of environmental conditions during the growing
season (Struik et al. 1991). Moreover, stolon characteristics and timing of stolon and
tuber formation can result in variation in tuber characteristics (Struik et al. 1991;
Van Ittersum and Struik 1992; Kacheyo et al. 2021). The variation of the tuber traits
was more difficult to estimate than the tuber traits themselves: the plot size and
LSD% on the point of maximum curvature were higher for the models of SD of
tuber volume and shape than for tuber volume and shape themselves.

Plot Shape had a Limited Effect
Several studies have dealt with the comparison of plot shapes (Gomez and Gomez
1984; Zhang et al. 1994). Christidis argued that rectangular shape is always better
than square (Cristidis 1931). This is based on the idea that most fields are anisotropic (spatial correlation is dependent on the direction in the field) and that plots are
chosen to be elongated in the direction of the field gradient. Zhang extended Smith’s
method to anisotropic fields. He estimated two heterogeneity coefficients (slopes) in
the same rationale with Smith: one coefficient for the decrease in variability when
the number of columns is increased and number of rows is 1 and another coefficient
when the number of rows is increased and number of columns is 1. He compared the
sum of those 2 with a third coefficient estimated from plots with equal numbers of
columns and rows to evaluate the adequacy of his method and showed that there was
no interaction between number of rows and number of columns. Here, we applied
Zhang’s method in a simpler way, by estimating the coefficients on all plot shapes
and not only when the other dimension is 1.
Potato generally is grown in rows of 75- or 90-cm width, whilst space between
plants within a row generally is between 19 and 33 cm (Haverkort 2018). Potentially
this could result in a higher variation in a plot when adding more rows per plot compared with adding more plants per row. In our trials, plot size rather than plot shape
determined the variance in the plot. For tuber volume, shape and the SD of these
traits, the LSD of the different possible plot shapes were similar; for tuber weight
and count, only a small effect of plot shape was found.
This confirmed that we conducted the trials in a homogeneous field as was
intended. According to Zhang et al. (1994), the optimal shape in an isotropic field
is a square. As we found no large effects of plot shape, we could not confirm this for
the current trials. Therefore, the results from these trials probably are most useful for
trials that will be performed in homogeneous fields as well. Further research in more
heterogeneous fields would be useful to investigate whether shape has an effect and
to provide tools to determine the most efficient plot shape for such fields as well.
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Indeed, earlier research has shown that depending on the direction of the plot in the
field, the coefficient of variation decreased (Khan et al. 2017; Lohmor et al. 2017). When
including practical considerations in planning an optimal plot shape in a homogeneous
field, probably a long-shaped plot is the most efficient. As potatoes are grown in rows, it
is easier and faster to plant more tubers or plants in a few rows than making more rows.

Practical Implications
There is a trade-off between accuracy and costs when determining the ideal plot size to
perform a field trial (Koch and Rigney 1951). Besides the costs for the land and the labour,
costs of a field trial are for a large part determined by the production of starting material. On the other hand, the accuracy of a trial increased when the plot size increased. For
example, in a breeding programme, it is important to perform variety trials in an efficient
way. This means that the results need to be accurate enough to make selections, without
making plots unnecessarily large resulting in higher costs. In this paper, we provide tools
to determine the minimum needed plot size to determine tuber count, weight, volume and
shape as well as the variation of tuber volume and shape in potato variety trials.

Conclusion
In conclusion, we present a method to derive equations, as well as the equations
themselves, to calculate an LSD% for tuber weight per plant, tuber count per plant,
tuber volume, tuber shape and the standard deviations of tuber volume and shape
when using different plot sizes and shapes in a trial with three replicates. In fields
that are similarly homogeneous as the one in our trials, the equations can be used
in designing field trials to determine the optimal plot size for the required degree of
precision for different traits. In more heterogeneous trials, the method can be used to
define similar equations for plot size and shape.
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